Total Control. Total Value. TotalTrax.
SX/VX Advanced Telematics Platform
Today, a telematics system has to do more than deliver safety and productivity improvements. It has to adapt to changing
needs and expand easily to support a longer life cycle. It must provide not only meaningful data, but real time business
intelligence as well. It’s got to be simple to install, use, and maintain. Finally, it should be backed with world-class support.
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The powerful TotalTrax SX/VX advanced
telematics platform meets the needs of
material handling operations in the most
flexible way possible.
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Driven by software, the SX/VX platform is
the most expandable and intuitive telematics
solution in the industry. Choose only the
features you need, including comprehensive
cloud-based services from TotalTrax. Get all
the data you want. Analyze it, share it, drill
down, and generate reports that help you
control costs, improve safety, and maximize
productivity of your vehicles, labor, and
warehouses. Run diagnostics remotely to
simplify service and maximize fleet uptime.

From traditional capabilities such as impact
detection, driver access control, and preshift inspection checklists, to advanced
functions like load sensing and job tracking,
TotalTrax SX/VX gives you more advanced
information management, reporting, and
analysis tools than any other system. It doesn’t
just make your equipment smarter; it gives
you comprehensive control over your entire
operation and outstanding economic value
from your telematics investment.

S M A R T T R U C K S A R E J U S T T H E S TA R T

Power for today, expandability for tomorrow
SX200 Software
The innovative SX200 software, developed specifically for the material handling industry, is at the core of the
platform. It enables new functionality and a more intuitive user experience on the VX hardware. The platform
includes industry leading data, reporting, and analytic management
tools from Logi Analytics® as well as the extensive data hosting
expertise of RackSpace®. Remotely monitor, diagnose, troubleshoot
and reboot your units to make sure that vehicles are back online as
soon as possible.
The TotalTrax SX200 software allows the platform to readily
accommodate new applications and upgrades. No more replacing
obsolete hardware or learning a new operating system to gain
additional functionality. Features and support options are
customizable to your operation, delivering only what each site needs.
Easy to use, flexible, and automatically updatable via the cloud,
SX200 software delivers maximum life cycle and ROI.

The robust data analysis tool in the SX200
software provides immediate graphical views of
your operating data.

SO LU T I O NS TO MAN AG E YOUR DATA

• Flexibility – a single platform delivers your choice of
features, site to site
• Upgradability – add or change functionality via
simple software downloads
• Interoperability – easily share data between
management platforms for better analytics
• Data Management, Reporting, Analytics – leverage
Logi Analytics tools to extract higher value from data;
manage access and reporting at local and enterprise
levels; via hosted or dedicated local server
• Open Architecture – seamless integration of future
applications, including real time locationing systems
like Sky-Trax™
• Reverse Compatibility* – integrates with existing
EquipManager® or Impact Manager® installations;
EquipCommand® software can be upgraded to SX200
to gain new data management and reporting tools

Additional Functionality
Cloud Data Hosting

Reporting Tools

World class secured and backed-up data center

Large selection of predefined or easily customized reports

24x7x365 monitoring and access to Cloud Engineers

Enhanced sort, filter and drill down features

Proactive mitigation of new risks and threats

Easy viewing of data as charts and graphs

Software updates managed automatically

Exportable to PDF, Excel or CSV files

Site Privatization

Business Intelligence Analytics

Manage data access and reporting at all levels

Customizable dashboards by site and enterprise

User login privileges by site and individual

Integration into other management software applications

View data, run reports, & modify settings for any site

Create exception alerts vs KPI’s

Manage multiple sites from single local or hosted server

Monitoring and analysis available for cloud hosting users

• Load Sensing – measure time and distance traveled
with and without loads to help right-size your fleet and
labor
• Job Tracking – track up to 225 tasks; improve labor
standards and productivity
• Multilingual Capabilities – user interface and all
management reports appear in preferred language
at log-in (English, Spanish, German, or
French Canadian)
• Enhanced Standard Functions - impact detection
and activity monitoring, including optional integration
of multiple sensors, more badge reader options for
driver access control and automated safety checklists

Built to be used. Built to last.
VX100/200 Hardware
TotalTrax VX hardware can handle the realities of everyday use in the material handling industry.
Built using state of the art components and incorporating 20 years of customer feedback, the ruggedized
VX100 and VX200 deliver improved reliability and enhanced functionality. The units are more intuitive and
easier for operators to use. The user interface, currently available in English, French Canadian, Spanish and
German, can be programmed in any language. Each operator’s preferred language automatically appears at
log-in. The modular design is simpler to install and service and easy to upgrade, delivering the longest
useful life in the industry.

• Simpler, More Intuitive User Interface – bigger
screen (VX200), color-coded information and
status LEDs, intuitive function keys and graphical
icons are driver friendly
• Vehicle Mounted Terminal Integration – display UI
on your existing VMT with VX100*
• Ruggedness, Improved Power Management –
IP66 rating; 10V to 80V conditioning
• Modular Design – makes installation, service and
upgrades faster, easier
• WiFi or Cellular Connectivity – flexible options
depending on network requirements, capabilities

VX200

The VX100 can be integrated with your existing VMT.

The Power of The Cloud
Cloud Hosting Services
The SX/VX platform was designed to take advantage of all the benefits of cloud hosting technology.
You can be confident that your data is secure and backed-up 24/7/365. TotalTrax offers a flexible suite of options,
including access to cloud experts trained on the platform, who can help ensure that the software always runs at
peak performance. Choose from simple baseline unit monitoring, remote diagnostics, and event notification to
proactive management of all units, network performance, report generation, and advanced analytics.
Gaining IT approval for wifi network access, as well as supporting and maintaining a stand-alone software
and data server, can be challenging. It can also delay the deployment of the telematics solutions you need.
Our cloud hosting services, combined with our cellular connectivity option, provide a simple, fast, and costeffective alternative.

• Unmatched Data Security and Back-Up – leverage
world-class expertise and service from Rackspace®
• Continuous (24/7/365) Support – optimized
database performance; software updates managed
automatically
• Flexible, Tiered Service Options – from baseline
remote unit monitoring to proactive operational
support
• Cloud Hosting plus Cellular Connectivity – simple,
cost effective alternative to IT Department
approval challenges
*Available Soon

The “TotalTrax Customer Experience”
No company can match the combination of solution flexibility,
technical service, and experienced support that TotalTrax offers
before, during, and after the sale and implementation of the
SX/VX advanced telematics platform.
As a leader in telematics for more than 20 years, the sales and service professionals at
TotalTrax understand the support required to successfully install, adopt, and get the most
value out of an investment in monitoring technology. We use that experience before the
sale to carefully assess your safety, operations, maintenance, and IT requirements and
determine how to engage all stakeholders.
We manage the implementation process to adhere tightly to schedules and budgets. We
devote significant resources to training operators and other employees until they are fully
comfortable with the TotalTrax SX/VX platform. We understand that enterprise-wide
change can be challenging. We help manage that change, providing active follow-up, and,
if necessary, additional training so that all your stakeholders are confident in their ability to
use the platform.
Active, continuous customer support is another capability that sets TotalTrax apart.
The combination of safety and productivity improvements, cloud hosting, remote unit
monitoring, and data analysis services that the flexible, scalable TotalTrax SX/VX advanced
telematics platform delivers, gives our customers the confidence to add functionality and
additional sites, knowing that they are getting a full return on their telematics investment.

To learn more, visit
totaltraxinc.com
or call 302.514.0600.
Customer Service: 855.895.7720
Technical Service: 855.895.7721
920 West Basin Road, Suite 402
New Castle, DE 19720
USA
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